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Dream Villa for sale in Es Cubells Ibiza

Price: 0 €

GENERAL INFORMATION

Property Ref: SG567 Category: Villas, Luxury Houses
Location: Area:
N. Bedroom: 20 N. Bathroom: 15
M2 Property: M2 Inside:

This property is not for sale until the energy
certificate has not been submitted.

DESCRIPTION

Lola Can Dream Villa for sale in Es Cubells, Ibiza

You can Lola is not a holiday or a boutique hotel is a luxurious setting where you can rest in peace,
comfort and elegance and ability to Ibiza Meet at its best.

Amidst the forests of pines, palms and ferns in a stunning seaside property, beat the 21 private
suites an elegant balance between opulence and natural feel and relaxed as part of Ibiza is calling.
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Here with all the luxuries and amenities at your fingertips, covered in a small dream place among
beautiful lawns, tropical gardens and terraces with beautiful pool areas, which are perfect for
complete relaxation.

There are four highly individual pools and deck areas, two, modern and stylish kitchens, two grills
fully equipped outdoor and food, and many lounges, terraces and chill-out areas, from where you
can enjoy the atmosphere and views formally.

Lots of sunlight penetrating through the trees in an environment that guarantees maximum
comfort, space, privacy and security, as well as a breathtaking view of the south coast of Ibiza. The 
beautiful turquoise waters, cliffs, coves and beaches of Es Cubells are within walking distance of the
beach restaurants shabby chic, cooled cafes and the center of this small town a little behind.

Free masses and not "touristy" overpopulated, this is an area that may be the best summary of
what deposited, private and natural. The kind of place is also a challenge despite frequented by
actors, artists, entrepreneurs, or members of Oasis. In summary, Can Lola is an unforgettable
experience that embodies the spirit of Ibiza.

The essence Can Lola charm lies in its location and its magnificent private paradise outdoor area.
These include the charming elegance pool and sun terrace by the pool, the relaxed atmosphere of
chill-out areas, meals free rooms, lounges and large relaxation beds - everything is surrounded by
beautiful greenery and beautiful views.

Made of fine natural materials can dream of a beautiful private park with beautiful trails for the
discovery of the day. The evening will cause a surprise when the rich environment of light pools,
patios and decks illuminated.

Outdoor facilities

      4 pools and decks
      2 kitchens fully equipped outdoor
      Outdoor lounges and dining areas
      Chill-out, and recreational areas
      Beautiful park with gardens

From this private space, is only a short walk from the beaches, blue waters and small restaurants Es
Cubells.

The 21 private suites feature:

          Spacious and sunny rooms
          Modern luxury bathroom with bath and walk-jet showers,
          Elegant and comfortable lounges
          Spacious terraces with large beds chill-out
          TV and Internet

      The public areas are:

          2 modern interiors kitchens
          dining Room
          Seating areas and rest
          A fitness exercise

      LOCATION

      Can Lola is located on the south coast of Ibiza in the following ranges
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          At 200 meters from the beaches and coves
          1 km from the small village of Es Cubells
          5km from the rural village of Sant Josep de sa Talaia
          13km from Ibiza airport
          17 km southwest of the city of Ibiza
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